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[57] ABSTRACT

An E-mail message enhancement apparatus is preferably

implemented through a sequence of program instructions.

On the sender side, creation software implements a data

format that allows for differing types of content, such as

visual images, audio, multimedia, and functional attributes

such as links to a sender's home page on the world wide

web. Furthermore, in addition to such content in the E-mail

message, there is included header information, including the

E-mail address of the sender, and recipient executable

embedded software that ensures the recipient will be able to

view contents and perform the functional attributes that

make up the E-mail message.
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r
PROGRAMMER'S NAME : HARESH GUJARATHI

DATE : 06/29/1996

PROJECT NAME : ENVELOPE.HAR

FILENAME : ENVPHEAD.H

HEADER DEFINITION FOR ENVELOPE FILE

*/

#INCLUDE "SSDEF1NE.H"

#INaUDE "W1HD0WS.H"

#IFNDEF _ENVPHEAD_H_

#DEFINE _ENVPHEAD_H_

TYPEDEF STRUCT TAGENVELOPEHEADER

(

UNSIGNED SHORT SSHE;

CHAR CHMAJOR VERSION;

CHARCHMINORVERSION;

SHORT SDATATYPE;

WORD USESECURTrrATTRIBUTES: // HINT IN 1 6 BIT ENVELOPE

WORD USESECURITYMETHODSATTRIBinEi // UINT IN 1 6 BIT ENVELOPE

WORD UENVELOPEATTRIBUTES; //UINT IN 16 BIT ENVELOPE

STR3I SZPLAYERNAHE; // C STRING

WORD UCOMMAND; //UINT IN 1 6 BIT ENVELOPE

STR25S SZYALUE; // COULD BE THE URL, C-STRING

STR3I SZSENDERNAME; // C STRING

STR3I SZPACKAGENAME; // C STRING

//NEW FOR HALLMARK

UNSIGNED LONG SRESERVEDDATALENGTH;

UNSIGNED LONG SRESERVEDDATAOFFSET; //RESERVED DATA COMES AFTER SUP DATA BUT BEFORE COMPONENT DATA

FIG. 4(a)

07/30/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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UNSIGNED SHORT STEMPIATETYPE; // I: VANILLA

// 2: CUSTOM

UNSIGNED LONG SCOMPONENTDATALENGTH;

UNSIGNED LONG SCOMPONENTDATAOFFSET; // COHPONENT DATA COMES AFTER RESERVED DATA

)

ENYELOPEHEADEft;

ENUM
(

SECURITYATTR_NOTSECURED = 0x0000,

SECURITYATTR_SECURED = OxOOOI.

SECURITYATTR_WASSECURED = 0x0002,

):

ENUM
(

ENEVELOPATTRJLEAN = 0x0000.

ENEVELOPATTR_SENT = 0x0001

COMMAND_FETCHURL = 0x0004

):

#ENDIF // _ENVPHEAD_H_

#DEFINEAPP_MINOR_VERSION0

#DEFINEAPP_MINOR_VERSIONI

ENUM
(

SECURITYMETHOD_RC4 = 0x0001,

SECURITYMETH0D_RC4_MAC = 0x0002,

ENUM
(

COMHANDJAUNCH

COMMANDJAVA

= 0x0001,

0x002.

FIG. 4(b)
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FIELD LENGTH VALUES

CHECKSUM 4 BYTES

HEADER LENGTH 4 BYTES

VERSION 4 BYTES

FILE INFORMATION SIZE 4 BYTES

FILE INFORMATION VARIABLE EX. "PLATINUM ENVELOPE"

CREATOR INFORMATION SIZE 4 BYTES

CREATOR INFORMATION VARIABLE EX. "AMERICA ONLINE"

CONTAINER TYPE 4 BYTES 1 ENVELOPE

2 POSTCARD

3 NEWSLETTER

4 CD

5 ROLLED UP NEWSPAPER

6 STACK OF CARDS

7 COUPON

FRONT COLOR (RED) 2 BYTES

FRONT COLOR (GREEN) 2 BYTES

FRONT COLOR (BLUE) 2 BYTES

BACK COLOR (RED) 2 BYTES

BACK COLOR (GREEN) 2 BYTES

BACK COLOR (BLUE) 2 BYTES

ENVELOPE SIZE (W) 2 BYTES SIZE IN PIXELS

ENVELOPE SIZE (H) 2 BYTES

RESERVED DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES

RESERVED DATA VARIABLE

DATA LOCATION BYTE 1 DATA FIELD

2 FETCH DATA USING URL

3 ^OFFSET TO COMPONENT

LOCATION (ABSOLUTE OFFSET)

DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES LENGTH OF ALL SUB-COMPONENTS.

DATA VARIABLE

FIG. 7
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FIELD LENGTH VALUES
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-
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lUllrUNtNl AIIKlDult) BVTC 1 IMVKIQI

P

1 inVIJIDLt

3 BACK

COMPONENT LOCATION (H) 2 BYTES LOCATION ON SCREEN

COMPONENT LOCATION (V) 2 BYTES

COMPONENT SIZE (W) 2 BYTES SIZE IN PIXELS

COMPONENT SIZE (H) 2 BYTES

DATA LOCATION BYTE 1 DATA FIELD

2 FETCH DATA USING URL

3 OFFSETTO OTHER

COMPONENT'S DATA LENGTH

FILED (ABSOLUTE OFFSET)

4 GET DATA USING FTP

DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES LENGTH OF ALL SUB-COMPONENTS

DATA VARIABLE
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FIELD LENGTH VALUES

SUB-COMPONENT ID BYTE

SUB-COMPONENT LENGTH 4 BYTES

SUB-COMPONENT TYPE BYTE 1 GIF

1 DDAfCCf
1 rKUibw

3 AUDIO

4 TEXT

5 VIDEO

6 POSTX

ATTRIBUTES BYTE 0 NOTHING

1 PROCESS: LAUNCH APPLICATION

2 PROCESS: GOTO URL

3 PROCESS: SEND EMAIL

4 CONDITIONAL DISPLAY

5 CUSTOM RECEIPT

6 PROCESS FTP

1 GIF: FRONT BRUSH

2 GIF: BACK BRUSH

1 OPEN

2 COPY

3 PRINT

ID TYPE BYTE 0 PRIMARY SUB-COMPONENT

1 ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT

ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT INDEX BYTE 0 NO ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT

OR

INDEX NUMBER (SEQUENTIAL

ORDER RELATIVE TO THE SAME

COMPONENT.)

FIG. 9(a)
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FIELD LENGTH VALUES

USER'S ACTION BYTE 0 NOTHING

1 HOUSE OVER

2 HOUSE CLICK

3 HOUSE DOUBLE CLICK

DATA NAME LENGTH 4 BYTES

DATANANE VARIABLE ATTACHMENT NAME OR DATA NAME

DATA LOCATION BYTE 1 ATTACHMENT LIST

2 DATA FIELD OFFSET TO OTHER

SUB-COMPONENTS DATA

LENGTH FIELD. (ABSOLUTE

OFFSET)

3 FETCH DATA USING URL

4 GET DATA USING FTP

DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES

DATA VARIABLE DATA

FIG. 9(b)
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C ON EVENT

RECIPIENT OPENS THE EMAIL ATTACHMENT (VIA

RESPECTIVE EMAIL CLIENT SOFTWARE).
1

126
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142
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FIELD LENGTH VALUES DESCRIPTION

CHECKSUM 4 BYTES

HEADER LENGTH 4 BYTES

VERSION 4 BYTES

FILE INFORMATION SIZE 4 BYTES

FILE INFORMATION VARIABLE "PLATINUM ENVELOPE"

CREATOR INFORMATION SIZE 4 BYTES

CREATOR INFORMATION VARIABLE "POSIT

CONTAINER TYPE BYTE 1 ENVELOPE

FRONT COLOR (RED) 2 BYTES 0 BLACK

FRONT COLOR (GREEN) 2 BYTES 0

FRONT COLOR (BLUE) 2 BYTES 0

BACK COLOR (RED) 2 BYTES 255 YELLOW

BACK COLOR (GREEN) 2 BYTES 255

BACK COLOR (BLUE) 2 BYTES 0

ENVELOPE SEE (W) 2 BYTES 800 WIDTH IN PIXELS

ENVELOPE SIZE (H) 2 BYTES (00 HEIGHT IN PIXELS

RESERVED DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES

RESERVED DATA VARIABLE

DATA LOCATION BYTE 1 DATA FIELD

DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES LENGTH OF ALL SUB-COMPONENTS.

DATA VARIABLE

FIG. 16(a)

FIELD LENGTH VALUES DECSRIPTION

COMPONENT ID BYTE IS COMPONENT ID

COMPONENT LENGTH 4 BYTES

COMPONENT ATTRIBUTES BYTE 2 (FRONT)

COMPONENT LOCATION (H) 2 BYTES I00 (LOCATION ON SCREEN)

COMPONENT LOCATION (V) 2 BYTES 500

COMPONENT SIZE (W) 2 BYTES 50 (SIZE IN PIXELS)

COMPONENT SIZE (H) 2 BYTES 50

DATA LOCATION BYTE I DATA FIELD

DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES LENGTH OF ALL SUB-COMPONENTS

DATA VARIABLE THE GIF RLE.

FIG. 16(b-1)
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FIELD LENGTH VALUES DESCRIPTION

SUB-COMPONENT ID BYTE 160 SUB-COMPONENT ID

SUB-COMPONENT LENGTH 4 BYTES

SUB-COMPONENT TYPE BYTE 4 TEXT

ATTRIBUTES BYTE 0 NOTHING

ID TYPE . BYTE 0 PRIMARY SUB-COMPONENT

ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT INDEX BYTE 0 NO ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT

ACTION BYTE 1
MOUSE OVER

DATA NAME LENGTH 4 BYTES

DATA NAME VARIABLE "BUBBLEJXr ATTACHMENT NAME

DATA LOCATION BYTE 1
ATTACHMENT LIST

DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES 0

DATA VARIABLE NO DATA

FIG. 16(c-1)

FIELD LENGTH VALUES DESCRIPTION

SUB-COMPONENT ID BYTE 1 60 SUB-COMPONENT ID

SUB-COMPONENT LENGTH 4 BYTES

SUB-COMPONENT TYPE BYTE 3 AUDIO

ATTRIBUTES BYTE I PROCESS: LAUNCH APPLICATION

ID TYPE BYTE 0 PRIMARY SUB-COMPONENT

ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT INDEX BYTE 0 NO ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT

ACTION BYTE I MOUSEOVER

DATA NAME LENGTH 4 BYTES

DATA NAME VARIABLE "SIGNATUREJIMF" ATTACHMENT NAME

DATA LOCATION BYTE I ATTACHMENT LIST

. DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES 0

DATA VARIABLE NO DATA

FIG. 16(c-2)

07/30/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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FIELD LENGTH VALUES DESCRIPTION

SUB-COMPONENT ID BYTE 160 SUB-COMPONENT ID

SUB-COMPONENT LENGTH 4 BYTES

SUB-COMPONENT TYPE BYTE 2 PROCESS

ATTRIBUTES BYTE 2 PROCESS: GO TO URL

ID TYPE BYTE 0 PRIMARY SUB-COMPONENT

ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT INDEX BYTE 3 (INDEX OF ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT)

ACTION BYTE 2 MOUSE CLICK

DATA NAME LENGTH 4 BYTES

DATA NAME VARIABLE "POSTXURLTXr ATTACHMENT NAME

DATA LOCATION BYTE 1 ATTACHMENT LIST

DATA LENGTH 4 BYTES 0

DATA VARIABLE NO DATA

FIG. 16(c-3)

FIELD LENGTH VALUES DESCRIPTION

SUB-COMPONENT ID BYTE 77 SUB-COMPONENT ID

SUB-COMPONENT LENGTH 4 BYTES

SUB-COMPONENT TYPE BYTE 2 PROCESS

ATTRIBUTES BYTE 0 PROCESS: LAUNCH APPLICATION

(TO DISPLAY TEXT)

ID TYPE BYTE I ALTERNATE SUB-COMPONENT

ALTERNATE SUBCOMPONENT INDEX BYTE 0 NO ALTERNATE SUBCOMPONENT

ACTION BYTE 2 MOUSE CLICK

DATA NAME LENGTH 4 BYTES

DATA NAME VARIABLE "ALTERNATE.TXT" ATTACHMENT NAME

DATA LOCATION BYTE I ATTACHMENT LIST

MA LENGTH™ .. MBYTES- 0 -

DATA VARIABLE NO DATA

FIG. 16(c-4)
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206

<L-
Ever had trouble sending graphics to a different mail system?

Ever sent mail and wondered if it had been received?

Ever wondered how confidential your e-mail really is?

If youv'e ever asked these questions...

DO WE EVER HAVE SOMETHING FORYOU

Introducing PostX Envelope

Easily sends & receives

rich text documents

and images

Protects your privacy

with a password

activated lock

©Your Name

Send To:
m

0PostX Corporation

o
Send

6
Title: O

Note

Sends you a receipt

when an Envelope

you have sent is opened

Send now, send later

attach stickles, all from

the simple interface

So what can PostX Envelope do for me?

SOFTWARE CUSTOMER WHATS DOWNLOAD ABOUT CONTACT
DOWNLOAD SUPPORT NEW OPENER POSTX POSTX

text only homepage

best viewed with

Eg]NETSCAPE

B N II T N E
RSA

ENCRPYTION ENGINE

"site by

blissworks

Copyright © 1994-1997 PostX Corporation, All Rights Reserved.

PostX is a registered trademark ofPostX Corporation

All other trademarks and service marks belong to their respective holders.

FIG. 17(c)

FIG. 17(d)
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1

E-MAIL PROGRAM CAPABLE OF
TRANSMITTING, OPENING AND

PRESENTING A CONTAINER HAVING
DIGITAL CONTENT USING EMBEDDED

EXECUTABLE SOFTWARE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an E-mail software pro-

gram enhancement, and, more particularly, an e-mail pro-

gram capable of transmitting, opening and presenting a

container having digital content (e.g. visual images, audio)

using embedded executable software.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Conventional E-mail systems transmit textual messages

from a sender to a receiver. It is also customary to send

attachments with messages, the attachments containing files

that the sender desires forwarding to the receiver.

Despite the vast usage of E-mail and E-mail systems,

certain drawbacks still exist. Among these drawbacks

include lack of privacy and verification of message receipt.

While encryption systems exist that can provide for privacy

and verification ofmessage receipt, such encryption systems

become tedious to properly use, and are, therefore, avoided

in many circumstances due to the fact that they are difficult

to use. Since typical E-mails are not secure in a heteroge-

neous environment and there is no verification of message

receipt, E-mail messages are typically used only for low

priority communications.

Furthermore, messages that are sent via one E-mail plat-

form cannot be reliably transmitted to another E-mail plat-

form and still ensure that different types of content appear as

desired. For this and other reasons, E-mail messages typi-

cally lack interesting different types of content, such as

visual images, audio, multimedia, and other functional

attributes, such as, for instance, links to a sender's home
page on the world wide web. Accordingly, since only text

based content can be easily transmitted and received in a

reliable manner, most 'E-mail transmissions tend to use

textual content that looks similar, with attachments of files

that are similarly uninteresting.

As a result, a more robust enhancement to conventional

E-mail platforms is needed in order to reliably overcome the

above mentioned drawbacks.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide an

E-mail message enhancement apparatus that allows for

privacy and verification of message receipt.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an

E-mail message enhancement apparatus that can be reliably

transmitted from one E-mail platform to another E-mail

platform. ^ ' "
'

'
^-'v;i " : —

It is a further object of the present invention to provide an

E-mail message enhancement apparatus that allows for the

transmission, reception and layout of interesting different

types of content.

The above objects of the present invention, among others,

are provided by the present invention through the E-mail

message enhancement apparatus which is preferably imple-

mented through a sequence of program instructions and

achieved as attachments to e-mail message. On the sender

side, creation software implements a data format that allows

for differing types of digital content. Furthermore, in addi-

tion to such content in the E-mail message, there is included

4,688
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attachments, header information, including the E-mail

address of the sender, and recipient executable embedded

software that ensures the recipient will be able to view

contents and perform the functional attributes that make up

5 the E-mail message.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the execut-

able software that is transmitted as part of the E-mail

message is written using Java programming language and

contains a self-opening message feature, such that the con-

10 tainer automatically opens and is initially viewed with all of

the desired content appearing. Thereafter, depending upon

the content originally included by the sender, and the action

taken on the part of the recipient, different portions of the

content and functional attributes are highlighted. Such con-

15 tent and functional attributes will be viewable, regardless of

the E-mail platform of the recipient, due to the inclusion of

the executable software in the E-mail message itself that is

transmitted.
~

Through the use of a data structure that allows for a
20

plurality of component objects to be included in a single

E-mail message, as well as a plurality of sub-component

objects to be associated with each component object, an

E-mail message having robust content and functional

attributes can be achieved.

In a specific embodiment of the invention, the E-mail

message that is transmitted has a plurality of component

objects, with one of the component objects representing the

front face of an envelope, and different other component

30
objects including, but not limited to, recipient address,

sender address, stamp, digital time stamp, and an envelope

open attribute so that the E-mail message appears on the

recipient's computer screen like an envelope. When the

E-mail message is opened using the envelope open attribute,

3S
or subsequently closed, verification of message receipt is

automatically forwarded back to the original sender. In a

specific form of this embodiment, both sides of the envelope

can be represented, with another component object repre-

senting the back side of the envelope and the envelope open

^ attribute that allows for attachments or messages within, the

envelope to be viewed appearing on the back side of the

envelope.

In another specific embodiment of the present invention,

the E-mail message that is transmitted has a plurality of

45 component objects, with one of the component objects

representing the front face of a postcard, and different other

component objects represented on the back face of the

postcard being the recipient address, sender address, stamp,

senders letter and digital time stamp.

50 Still furthermore, the size and shape of component objects

can be varied as desired by the sender, overlap with each

other and vary in number within a single E-mail message.

Accordingly, the appearance of the E-mail message can be

. varied as desired by the sender.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The structural and functional aspects of the invention will

become understood by those skilled in the art by reference

to the following detailed description when taken in conjunc-
60

tion with the appended drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an implementation of the

invention in a computer network;

FIG. 2 illustrates an E-mail message format for an

65 enhanced E-mail message according to the invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates the format of an envelope data structure

according to the invention;
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FIG. 4 illustrates the contents of an envelope header in an

envelope data file according to the invention;

FIG. 5 illustrates envelope data;

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a component objects file

according to the invention;

FIG. 7 illustrates the contents of a component object

header data structure according to the invention;

FIG. 8 illustrates the contents of a component object data

structure according to the invention;

FIG. 9 illustrates the contents of a component object

property data structure according to the invention;

FIGS. 10A and 10B illustrate the process of creating and

sending an enhanced E-mail message according to the

invention;

FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating the process of receiving

an enhanced E-mail message according to the invention;

FIG. 12 illustrates an enhanced E-mail message initial

container display according to the invention;

FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating the process of handling

a user action according to the invention;

FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating the process ofconditional

display of contents if conditions set by the sender according

to the invention;

FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating the process of sending

return receipt E-mail messages according to the invention;

FIGS. 16A, 16B1-16B2 and 16C1-16C4 illustrates

example data structures for an envelope container having a

company logo as an object component according to the

invention; and

FIGS. 17A-17D illustrate views and actions that result

from the data structures such as set fbrtb in FIGS. 16A,

16B1-16B2 and 16C1-16C4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer network 10 which operates

upon the E-mail enhancement program according to the

present invention.A sender computer 20 communicates with

a recipient computer 30 through a network 12. Of course,

additional computers, represented as computers 32(1), 32(2)

. . . 32(n) can also be connected to the network 12 and be

used to send and receive E-mail messages.

Sender computer 20 contains, as is known, a computing

portion 22 that contains, as is known, I/O 22A, memory 22B

and some type of processor 22C, which can be in the form

of, for instance, a microprocessor. Attached to the comput-

ing portion 22 is a keyboard 24, a mouse 26, and a display

28. Similarly, recipient computer 30 contains, as is known,

a computing portion 32 that contains, as is known, I/O 32A,

memory 32B and some type of processor 32C, which can be

in the form of, for instance, a microprocessor. Attached to

the computing portion 32 is a keyboard 34, a mouse 36, and

a display 38?* "
" ' '

-

*
:

Creation executable software according to the present

invention contains sequences of program instructions that

allow for the creation of an enhanced E-mail message

according to the present invention, as well as the transmis-

sion of the created message through the network to the

recipient. Recipient executable software according to the

present invention contains a different sequence of program

instructions that allow for the receipt, and thus visual,

audible and functional attributes to be obtained by the

recipient.

There currently exist two different embodiments of the

software according to the present invention. In a first,

4,688
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version of the software, the creation and recipient executable

software is loaded into the memory 22B of the sender

computer 20. When this embodiment of the software is used,

the E-mail message structure contains, as described

5 hereinafter, a portion that attaches the recipient executable

software to the E-mail message transmitted from the sender

to the recipient. So long as the recipient computer 30 can

operate as a Java virtual machine, the recipient computer 30
will receive the E-mail message containing the recipient

10 executable software, preferably written in Java, and use that

recipient executable software to display the enhanced E-mail

message on the display 38 of the recipient computer 30.

In a second, native version of the software, the creation

executable software is loaded into the memory 22B of the

15 sender computer 20, and the recipient executable software is

loaded into the memory 32B of the recipient computer 32.

In this embodiment, the transmitted E-mail message will not

contain the recipient executable software, since the recipient

executable software will already reside on the recipient

20 computer 30.

It should of course be understood that the present inven-

tion is not to be interpreted in a manner that limits the

present invention to a specific sequence of program instruc-

tions. The descriptions given herein, as well as a review of
25

the source code attached hereto, provide the teachings

necessary to implement the present invention in different

programming languages and on different operating system

platforms.

30
FIGS. 2-9 will now be described, which figures illustrate

the data format which the Java executable software version

implements. Those specific fields which are believed to be

self explanatory will not be described in detail. Before

describing this data format in further detail, however, ref-

35
erence is made to FIG. 12, which illustrates an enhanced

E-mail initial container display 100 made up of component

objects 102, 104, 106 and 108. It should be noted that the

number of component objects in any initial display can be

varied, as can the size and shape of each of the component

^ objects. Also, it should be noted that the component object-.,

is also referred to in certain of the drawings and potentially

the specification text as a "Vixer, which term is a trademark

of PostX Corporation. The initial display 100 provides a

display that is also referred to in certain of the drawings and

45
potentially the specification text as "Active View", which

teim is a trademark of PostX Corporation.

FIG. 2 illustrates the E-mail message format for the

enhanced E-mail message according to the present inven-

tion. This data format 40 includes a native stub code 40A

50 that provides for a self-opening envelope at the present time,

despite the fact that Java classes are not presently defined so

that self-opening can occur without the use of such a native

stub. Thereafter, data 40B indicates the number of recipient

executable files, which files then follow as files 1, 2 ... n,

55 which are labeled as 40C-1, 40C:2 . . V40C:h; the number

of which will be determined by the different number and

type of images, sounds, and functional attributes that the

sender inserts into the enhanced E-mail message that is sent.

Container/envelope data file 40D follows thereafter, which

50 file is further described with reference to FIG. 3.

As illustrated in FIG. 3, the envelope data file 40D
contains an envelope header 42, the contents of which are

provided in detail in FIG. 4. Of note with respect to the

contents of the FIG. 4 header is the return E-mail address of

65 the sender, as well as the recipient name that is used in the

return receipt E-mail function described further hereinafter,

as well as an indication of whether the E-mail message is
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encrypted as described further hereinafter. It should be noted For each component object, there exists the data structure

that the header is not encrypted. illustrated in FIG. 8, which data structure contains a Com-

As also illustrated in FIG. 3, the envelope data file 40D ponent ED that allows that component object to be uniquely

contains envelope data 44, which includes the list of attach- identified, as well as Component Attributes that identify

ments sent by the sender, and recipients and sender's letter. 5 whether the component object appears as an image on the

Senders Attachments 50-1, 50-2 . . . 50-n represent attach- front and back of a container, or is invisible. If it appears on

ments that are included within the enhanced E-mail the front or back of a container, the size of the component

message, as will be described in more detail hereinafter, as object, its location, and the location of data are also speci-

will be the contents of the component objects file 54, also fied. If it is an invisible attribute, the size and location data

referred to as the Active View file, the contents of which are 10 may not be necessary. Also a hidden component object can,

set forth in FIG. 6. for instance, trigger a return receipt without the knowledge

As shown in FIG. 6, component objects file 54 includes a of the recipient, such that a mouse over would cause a return

component object header data structure 56, followed by receipt if the hidden component object were configured to

component object or Vucel data structure 58-1, 58-2 . . . 58-n, respond to a mouse over by providing a return receipt when

and component object property or Vixel property data stnic- 15 a mouse-over occurs.

hires 60-1, 60-2, 60-2-n . . . 60-n. The contents of the Potentially associated with each component object iden-

component object header data structure 56 are set forth in tified by a data field of FIG. 8 are a plurality of sub-

FIG. 7, the contents of the component object property-data component objects. Each sub-component object associated

structures 58 are set forth in FIG. 8, and the contents of with a component object contains data fields provided in

sub-component object property data structures 60 are set 20 FIG. 9.

forth in FIG. 9. £ac0 sub-component object is initiated by a User Action,

Of note with respect to the contents of the header data which User Action is specified by, but not limited to the

structure illustrated in FIG. 7 is that the "platinum envelope" following, the position and state of the mouse pointer, which

entry for the file information is used as a description
slate can ^e ^ jt ^ DOt over the component object (no

information, no conditional processing is done with this 25
actjon^ appears over the component object (mouse over),

field. The identifiers for "Container Type" correspond to mere ^ a smgie mouse click when it is over the component
different representations of default containers. object, or there is a mouse double click when it is over the

A default "envelope" container contains component component object. Each User Action can cause a Sub-

objects representing the front face of an envelope, and Component-Type to be displayed/initiated. A plurality of

different other component objects being recipient address, 30
sub-components can be associated with a single component

sender address, stamp, digital time stamp, the back side of object, and be initiated by the same or different User Action,

the envelope and the envelope open attribute that allows for Eacn sub-component object also has an ID, as well as an

attachments or messages within the envelope to be viewed jrj> tVpe tnat has associated with it a primary or a secondary

appearing on the back side of the envelope so that the E-mail sub-component object. The secondary sub-component
message appears on the recipient's computer screen like an 35

object will only be initiated if the primary sub-component
envelope. object is unavailable, as will be described in more detail

A default "postcard" container contains component hereinafter,

objects representing the front face of a postcard, and differ- Having now described the preferred data format that is

ent other component objects represented on me back face of ^ tQ the e£manced E-mail message according to

the postcard being the recipient address, sender address, ^ present invention, FIGS. 10 and 11 will be referred to in

stamp, and digital time stamp. describing the creation and sending, and the receipt,

A default "newsletter" container contains a component respectively, of an enhanced E-mail message, so that a

object representing each page of a newsletter, as well as container such as the container 100 illustrated in FIG. 12 is

various component objects on each page. ^ displayed on the display 58 of a recipient computer 30 after

Adefault "CD" container contains a component object for having been sent from a sender computer 20.

each different audio track for a component object that has a ^ creaIion sending of an enhanced E-mail message
functional attribute of playing music. according to the present invention, as well as initial receipt

A default "Rolled up Newspaper'* container contains a 0f an enhanced E-mail message prior to a user event, will

component object representing a newspaper, a component
5Q now \^ described with respect to FIGS. 10 and 11.

object representing the index to the newspaper, and a com-
pjGS 10_10B illustrate the process of creating and trans-

ponent object representing each section of the newspaper, as mjlt;ng an enhanced e-mail message with a container attach-

well as component objects for each article if desired. meQt mat ^^ opemDg and has the other characteristics

A default "stack of card** container contain a component described, herein. In step 62, header information is first

• object representing each card. *' - v~
'

*

"
5

~

5 designated to define the container 'Thereafter,' component

A default "coupon" contains a component object for each definitions are created by the sender in a step 64. There can

coupon that could appear in, for example, a newspaper. be any number of component definitions desired, with it

The Front Color indicates the background color that will being understood that the more definitions that exist, the

be used for the container 100, whereas the Envelope Size is larger the size of the attachment that will ultimately be

used by the default envelope container to represent the width eo transmitted. Thereafter, sub-component definitions can be

and height dimensions. created for each component object, as described previously,

The Data Location refers to whether data for the compo- is step 66. In step 68, the component and sub-component

nent object requires looking to a data field, fetching data files are combined into an ActiveView file, which thereafter

using a URL, or an absolute offset. The data field may be a is combined with header information and attachments to

digital data field that contains digital data, such as digital 65 create a container file in step 70. The container file is

images from, for instance, a GIF, a video sequence, an audio encrypted in step 72. Once being encrypted, in the preferred

sequence, or other representations of images. embodiment, the Java class files, collectively termed the
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recipient executable software, and the native stub are FIG. 15 illustrates another functional attribute of the

attached to the encrypted container file in step 78. Mime present invention, referred to as a return receipt. If a return

encoding follows in step 80, which mime encoded file is receipt is requested by the sender, step 136 is initiated at an

then attached to an e-mail message in step 80 and transmit- appropriate time. This could be when the attachment that

ted. 5 forms the enhanced e-mail according to the present inven-

Upon receipt at the recipient computer in step 84 with tion is initially transmitted to the recipient, when the recipi-

reference to FIG. 11, double clicking the received message cnt closcs tne enhanced e-mail that has been received, or it

in step 86 ifon a java virtual machine will cause self opening caa De triggered by an event that relates to a sub-component

to occurs in step 88, or, alternatively, opening the container of a component object accoiding to the present invention. If

attachment Thereafter, the files are extracted from the 10 toe sender did not request a return receipt when initially

attachment in step 90 and invocation of the application (the sending the message, then step 140 follows, no action is

java virtual machine and the java class files) and extraction and men step 142 waits for another event to occur, as

of the senders container data files in step 94 will cause the has been previously described with reference to FIG. 13. If,

display of the container in step 96. Thereafter, in step 98, the however, sender requested a return receipt, step 144 follows

computer 30 awaits the recipients action, as will be further 15 ^ a determination is made whether a specific format of

described hereinafter response was requested. If not, step 146 follows and a

As a result, of the display on the display 38 of the ^P™56' such as "xyz@abc.com has opened the

recipient computer 30, aconUiner, such as the envelope
w*** atlOrpm pacific dayhght Ume » tramanitted; «b»

container 100 illustrated in FIG. 12 is obtained. At this time,
resPonse beln|

delivered using the sender address

, t . . , , _ „ .nta 20 information, and other time information on the system. Step
the recipient executable software then proceeds to a state in . .„ , lt

' . . . . /
a /

which it waits for the user to take an action, as will now be }*» th
f
°°mPuter 30 for another event °

described with respect to FIG. 13. * 'TT ,^ f "Ttfc £ prevrously

„ n o , j described with reference to FIG. 13.
In step 110, a first event takes place. Step 112 follows and „ _ _ ,

a determination is made in step 112 as to whether the event „ *f a spe^c format of response was requested in step 144,

that takes place is an event that is directed to one or more
25 men step 150 foUows and determination is made whether the

object components. If it is not such an event, then step 114
rccluest re

Tfes'ed a spct^cT**T
follows and the recipient executable software does nothing, W of ^ponse. If it did not, then the senders configured

and waits for a next event in step 120, Types of nothing
Jf.

««* step 152 to addresses specified by the

events would be, for instance, if the mouse cursor 122 m «?«^ w
J»

ch ma> be the senders own e-mail address, the

illustrated in FIG. 12. moves to an area that is not over any
30 address of another, or the address ofmany others. Thereafter

object component.
a stcP 154

'^ stcP 148 Prcviously described, follows.

If, however, step 112 determines that the event is directed If a response from recipient was requested, then the

to a component obiect/Vixel, then step 116 follows and it is
requested response is made known in step 156 and collected

determined which component objects have events, and then „ and compiled in step 158. Thereafter, the recipient's

in step 118 the action associated with the event intended for response is automatically transmitted in step 160 and

each component object takes place.
wait steP 162 foUows *

For instance, if component object 102 illustrated in FIG. ^ return receiPl responses transmitted back to the

12 contains an User Action of FIG. 9 in the form of a mouse ***** **** 146
>
152

>
and 160^ each automatically sent

over, then the action of placing the mouse cursor 122 over 40 -W1*^ API provided by respective E-mail client's. For

the component object 102 will cause in step 112 a detenni- SMTP
'
routmes t0 *™* mail 0311 te ^ PuM*/

nation is made that the action involves a component object,
domain information.

and in step 116 a determination that the action pertains to FIGS. 16A, 16B1-16B2 and 16C1-16C4 illustrate

component object 102. Thereafter, step 116 to results and the example data structures for an envelope container having a

actions associated with that event will be executed. A 45 company logo as an object component according to the

specific example ofsuch events will be provided hereinafter. invention. FIGS. 17A-17D illustrate views and actions that

FIG. 14 illustrates one functional attribute of the present result from the data structures sncb
i

as set forth in RGS.

invention, which functional attribute can be set forth at the
16A» 16B1-16B2 and 16C1-16C4. So that the capabilities

initiation of receiving an enhanced E-mail message accord- of thc Prcscnt invention can be appreciated, it should be

ing to the present invention, or after the initiation of an 50 notcd lhat nG - 17A * represented by the data structure of

action stemming from a component object. An event 124 FIGS. 16a, 16C1 and 16C2; FIG. 17B is represented by the

initiates the conditional display of contents functional data structure in FIG. 16A; FIG. 17C is represented by the

attribute. If this conditional display of contents functional
data structure * HG. 16C3 i

and nG 17D * represented by

attribute occurs at .the initiation of the enhanced E-mail me data structure in FIG. 16C4.

message, step 126 ifoUbws'and the enhanced~E-mail message 55 ' Of particular note, a mouse over 180 in FIG:'17A"results
*

is opened as an attachment, as has been previously in a bubble 180-A, which corresponds to data associated

described. Step 128 follows, in which terms and conditions with the bubble as defined by mouse over action if FIG.

which must be agreed upon are first made known to the 1<&C1 that has a text sub-component. Similarly, FIG. 16C2

recipient. Thereafter, step 130 follows and the recipients data defines that the mouse over 182 will cause a process

response is reported back to the sender, in a manner using 60 l^nch attribute that will result in audio music being played

some form of return receipt as will be described hereinafter. by a program containing program instructions to launch the

If the conditions responded to in a manner deemed appro- audio content, which programs can also have been trans-

priate by the sender, then step 132 follows, and the appro- mitted from thc sender with the originally sent enhanced

priate contents are then made accessible to the recipient. e-mail message.

Step 134, which follows thereafter, waits for another event 65 A digital time stamp 184 is also included and indicates

to occur, as has been previously described with reference to either sender transmission time or, in the alternative, a

FIG. 13. certified time stamp from a dedidicated time stamp server.
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Object components 188-204 are also illustrated on both

sides of the envelope, and represent the ability of the present

invention to depict, as desired by the user, many different

forms, in many different manners, as well as attributes that

then lead to the recipient to other areas. For instance, FIG. 5

16C3, when a mouse click over the stamp object component

186 occurs, if the user is online at the time, will result in the

user automatically being connected to the home page 206

illustrated in FIG. 17A. If, however, that mouse click over

the stamp object component 186 occurs, but the user if to

offline, then the FIG. 16C3 primary sub-component is not

used, but the alternate sub-component that is identified by

FIG. 15C4 is launched, which in this case results in a textual

message being displayed.

The above example is intended to show how robust the 15

enhanced e-mail message enhancement apparatus according

to the present invention actually is. By being able to be sent

as an attachment through E-mail, the appearance of the

E-mail message can be enhanced at the option of the sender,

and the recipient will be ensured of being able to receive it 20

in the intended form, since the executable recipient program

instructions are preferably transmitted as part of the attach-

ment.

Furthermore, even though the executable recipient pro-

gram instructions can ensure receipt of the message in its 25

intended form, the architecture of the present invention also

provides that if a more robust program or hardware element

exists on the recipient computer 30, which can even further

enhance the content that is transmitted by the sender, then

that more robust program or hardware element exists on the 30

recipient computer 30 can be used instead of the executable

recipient program instructions that were transmitted by the

sender.

While the invention has been particularly shown and

described with reference to the preferred embodiments, it 35

will be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and detail may be made therein without

departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

We claim:

1. A method of presenting, on a screen of a second 40

computer that uses a second e-mail platform, information to

a recipient that has been electronically transmitted as an

e-mail message from a first computer using a first e-mail

platform to said second computer and receiving at said first

computer from said second computer a return receipt com- 45

prising the steps of:

forming a data file representing said information as a

plurality of objects, certain of said objects having

associated therewith digital images;

creating an e-mail message file by combining together 50

executable software that can cause said information to

automatically present itself on said screen of said

second computer, generate a return receipt indicating

that said information,has been presented and cause said

digital images to be rendered and said data file;
5S

electronically transmitting said e-mail message file from

said first computer to said second computer;

automatically presenting said information on said screen

of said second computer; 60

generating, at said second computer and using said

executable software and said second e-mail platform,

said return receipt; and

receiving, after transmission of said return receipt, said

return receipt at said first computer, thereby indicating 65

that said information has been presented to said recipi-

ent.

10
2. The method according to claim 1 wherein certain of

said objects have associated therewith a plurality of initiable

sub-components, said initiable sub-components being initi-

ated by a user action.

3. The method according to claim 2 wherein said user

action is one of a mouse-over, a mouse click and a mouse

double click, which action occurs when a cursor is located

over one of said certain objects and which action causes

another electronic response.

4. The method according to claim 3 wherein said user

action is one of a mouse-over, a mouse click and a mouse

double click, which action occurs when a cursor is located

over one of said certain objects and which action causes

audio tones to be produced.

5. The method according to claim 3 wherein said user

action is one of a mouse-over, a mouse click and a mouse

double click, which action occurs when a cursor is located

over one .of said certain objects and which action causes a

video to be played.

6. The method according to claim 3 wherein said user

action is one of a mouse-over, a mouse click and a mouse

double click, which action occurs when a cursor is located

over one of said certain objects and which action causes

another digital image to be presented.

7. The method according to claim 3 wherein said user

action is one of a mouse-over, a mouse click and a mouse

double click, which action occurs when a cursor is located

over one of said certain objects and which action causes said

computer to connect with a uniform resource locator asso-

ciated with said one of said certain objects.

8. A method according to claim 1 wherein said e-mail

message further includes a request for a configured response,

said request for said configured response being represented

by one of said objects, and method further comprising the

steps of:

generating, at said second computer, upon initiation of a

user action by a user when said cursor is positioned on

said computer screen in a screen location correspond-

ing to that of said one object, said request for config-

ured^response;

compiling of said configured response entered into said

second computer by said user: and

transmitting said compiled configured response from said

second computer.

9. A method according to claim 8 wherein said step of

transmitting transmits said compiled configured response to

said first computer.

10. A method according to claim 8 wherein said step of

transmitting transmits said compiled configured response to

a third computer.

11.A method according to claim 2, wherein certain of said

initiable sub-components will result in different actions, one

action occurring if the second computer is on-line and

another action occurring if the second computer is off-line.

12 . Ar
meth6d ' of obtaining a * return' receipt"* atV first"

computer using a first e-mail platform confirming that an

e-mail message has been presented on a screen of a second

computer using a second e-mail platform different from said

first e-mail platform, said method comprising the steps of:

transmitting said e-mail message and executable software

associated with said e-mail message from said first

computer using said first e-mail platform to said second

computer using said second e-mail platform; and

opening said e-mail message on said second computer

using said second e-mail platform so that said e-mail

message is viewable on said screen of said computer,

said opening further causing the execution of the
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executable software to initiate automatic generation

and transmission of said return receipt to said first

computer.

13. A method according to claim 12 wherein said execut-

able software includes program instructions that copy an

address in a header of said e-mail message that corresponds

to said first computer location into a return receipt header of

said return receipt.

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein said execut-

able software is resident on said second computer and is

executed by said second computer.

15. A method according to claim 12 wherein said e-mail

message further includes another object, said object having

a visual portion positioned in a predetermined location on

said screen ofsaid second computer, and said method further

comprising the step of causing, upon initiation of a user

action when said cursor is positioned on said screen at said

predetertnined location, said second computer to generate

another electronic response to said first computer.
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